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SECTION A: Answer aII questions

1. a) Explain why a piece of iron sinks in water but an iron ship floats on water.
b) Calculate the mass of cement of 0.4cms and a density of 3000kg/m3.

2. a) State the difference between mass and weight.

(55 marks!
(2 marks)

(1 mark)

(2 marks)

. b) The weight of a body on the moon is less than the weight of a body on earth. Why? (L mark)

3. Why are gasses squeezed more easily than liquids? (2 marks)

4. a) The Iigure below is a uniform meter rule and O is its center of gravity A. Identify
quantity A. (1 mark)

b) The meter rule below is supported at its center. Calculate the distance X if the meter
rule is uniform and the weights are balancing"

1Scm

5" The formation of the food we eat depends on the sun. Explain. (3 marks)

6. The diagram below shows a box with openings at M and N. A lighted candle is placed
in the box shown.

ai Copy the diagram and label arrows to indicate the direction of hot air and cooi
air. (2 marks)

b) Name the process of air movement being illustrated in the diagram. (1 mark)
{1 mark}c) On a hot day, it feels better when a person is near a lake. Why?

7. a) State the laws of reflection of light. {2 marks}
b) Copy the diagram in your answer bobk" Using ray construction, show the position of '

the image of point A in the rnirror.
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a)

b)

8. a) Mention the main heat effects when objects are heated (3 marks)
b) A piece of wood is burnt completeiy and becomes ash. What is this heat effect? (1 mark)

9. The diagram shows a bar magnet and one magnetic lield line.
/...',4-I ,.. -Al* FI

Copy the diagram and draw two more magnetic field'lines.
Which of the poles A or B is
i) A north pole?
ii) A south pole?

Copy the diagrarm. and complete the circuit to show how you would connect;

(2 marks)

(1 mark)
(1 mark)

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

{L mark}

(2 marks)

(2 marks)
(1 mark)

10" a)

- a voltmeter to measure tJre potential difference across resistor D
- an arnmeter to measure the current through D.

b) why are components R and S used in the above electric circuit?
1 1. a) What is meant by specific heat of a substance?

b) A mass of water is heated and its temperature rises from 45"C to 55oC.
calculate the mass of water if the heat enerry supplied is 21,000J.
Specific heat capacity of water = 42QOJ /kS"

L2. al Name the unit of pressure.
b) What is the pressure on a surface when a force of 200N acts on an area of 0"5rn2?(1 mark)
c) Explain why knife edges are sharp.

13. a) State what is meant by friction.
b) How does friction help us to walk on land?
c) Fnction can damage parts of engines in vehicles. How is the friction reduced? {1 mark)

L4" a'1John's weight is 6ooN and he runs 10 m rn L2 s. Mary weighs z0oN and runs
the same distance as John in 4s. Calculate tJre power developed by each person..(2 marks)

b) Who of the two is more powerful? Give a reason to explain your answer. (1 mark)

Seetion E: Answer any three questlons. {/3O nrarks}

16^ a) The diagrarhs helow show the paths of rays of light throrrgh the hlocks of glass.
Air

Glass blocle A bl.ock B

Copy the diagram and show paths of rays of fight throug\ the air before and
after passing through the blocks of glass. (2 marks)
On giass block B, label equd angles A and B, and the second pair X and Y" (2 marks)
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Olrject ' I*ns

b) i) Copy the diagram and use ray diagrurts construction to show the formation of the
image of object X in the converging lens.

ii) State the relation between the size of the image formed and the size of the
object X.

c) Name an optical instrument where a converging lens is used.

L7. al What is meant by specific latent heat of fusion of a substance?
b) The graph below shows a cooling curve of a hot liquid.

Trmperntlue

Time

Use the idea of particles to explain what is happening from:

AtoB
BtoC
CtoD

c) What is the heat lost between B and C called?

18. a) Which property of light do shadows rely on to occur?
b) Draw a diagram to show umbra and penumbra shadows forrned at the sarne

trme.
c) State the condition for an eclipse to occur.
d) A pinhole camera consists of a box with a small hole in a metal

plate at one end and a screen of frosted glass at the other end. What is the use of:

i) The small hole?
ii) The box?
iii) The frosted glass?

tt ["r

(L mark)
(2 marks)

(2 marks)

(2 marks)
(2 marks)
(2 marks)

(1 mark)

(1 mark)

(3 marks)
(1 mark)

(1 mark)
(1 mark)
(1 mark)

c) The height of the image of an object observed on the screen of a pinhole camera
is 3cm and the distance from the screen to the pinhole is 15cm away from the
pinhole" Calculate the height of the object if the object is 30cm away from the
pinhole camera. (2 marks)

19. a) tist in order, enerry conversions takrng place when a torch bulb is lit. (2 marks)
b) What advantage and disadvantage does a torch bulb have over a car battery? (2 marks)
ci Circuits below show different ways of arranging batteries in a gircuit"

Fig.A
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i" Identiff each type of battery arrangement.
ii. If the batteries are identical and each has a potential difference of 1.5V,

calculate the current through resistance R in each circuit.
iii" what advantage does the affangement in Fig. B have over Fig A?

20. a) Name the states of equilibrium.
b) State how a body can be made more stable.
c) The diagram below is an equilateral triangle cardboard. Copy it and label with

an O the centre of gravify. Explain how you determine tJ:e position of O.

d) Explain how passengers make the vehicles more likely to ro11 over.

Section C: Answer only one question.

21. A student did an experiment to find out how the length of a spring increases
when different weights are added. The table below shows the results.

weight (N) I 2 3 4 5 6 7

Length(mm) 23 26 29 32 35 49 66
Draw a graph of length against weight using tt ese results.
What is the original length of the spring?
By how many millimeters did the 1.7N weight cause tJ:e spring to stretch?
What is tJ:e length of the spring when the spring reaches its elastic unit?

22" Thetable below shows how the speed of a moving body changes ** u*".

Time (s) \) 10 15 20 25 30 4A

Speed(m/s) 2A 30 4A 50 50 60 7A

{2 marks)

(2 marks)
(1 mark)

(3 marks)
(2 marks)

(2 marks)

a)

b)

c)

d)

(2 marks)

{/ L5 marks}

(12 marks)
(1 mark)
(1 mark)
(1 mark)

(12 marks)
(1 rnark)
(1 mark)
(1 mark)

a)

b)

c)

di

Plot the graph of speed against time using these results"
Estimate the initial velocity of the moving body.
Put letter A on any paf,t of the graph where the velocity is constant.
For how long is tlre speed constant?

23. A student did an experrment to find out how the preisure of a gas varies with itsvoIumeatco@Thetablebe1owshowsthereJu1tsobtained.a re. The table

P (units) 3 4 6 L2

V(units) 23 26 29 32

rlv
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Copy and complete the table above.
What happens to the volume of the gas as tJre pressure increases?

Plot the graph of pressure against #
Estimate the volume of the gas when the pressure is 9 units.

of water where it floats"
m

Mass: p = ;:t m = pv = 3000 x 0.4 = 1200k9

(4 marks)
(1 mark)
(8 marks)

(2 rnarks)

END

ANSIITERS TO ORDINARY LEVEL PITYSICS PAPER 2OO5

SECTION A:
1. a) The density of a bar of iron is greater than that of water so it sinks in water. The boat has

an iron hollow form that makes the average density of the whole boat less than the density

b)

2.a)
Mass Weieht
A measure of the amount sf
matter in an obiect

Thd force ofgravity exerted on. an
obiect

A scalar ouantity A vector ouantitv
Measured in kg by using a beam
balance

Measured in Newton by using a
dvnamometer

Stavs the same wherever you are Chanses from nlace to place

b) The acceleration due to gravity on the moon is less than that on the earth.

3" Intermolecular distance of solids is larger than that of liquids.

,1. a) Weight

b) Condition of equilibrium: 8x15 -- 20x x + x = 6cm

5. The sun is the source of energy for Photosynthesis in green plants:

6"a)

b) Convection

c) Near a lake on a hot day, cool air moves towards the ground or evaporates and creates a convection

current offresh air to the ground or sea breeze.

7. a) The incident ray, the reflected ray and the normal at the point of incidence all lie in the same plane. The

angle between ihe reflected ray and the surface normal is the same as that between the incident ray and

the normal.
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b)

M lotg.
/

a

-- F-F--i-

8. a) Expansion, physical change of its state or chemical change (combustion), light effect, heat energy and
increasing of temperature.

b) Combustion

9" a)

b) A: North, B: South

L0. a)

b) R: Rheostaq to vary the amperage, S: Switch; to open or close the electrical circuit.
11' a) The heat capacity of a body is the heat required to raise its temperature by 1K. The SI unit of heat is f/K.The heat capacity of an obiect is the proportionality constant between the heat e that the object absorbs

or loses and the resulting temperature change of the object. That is; q = pAT =;r(Tf - T;)

b) Mass of water: Q= 2CAT cl m = - =Q =, - 
2100

c(T1- T1) 42oo>7|o = o'oSkg

1.2" a) The SI unit for pressure is pa

b) Fressure,p =*= # = 4oopa

c) The reason is, the flat side has a greater surface area (less pressure) and so it does not cgt the fruit. When' we take the thin side, the surface area is reduced and so it cuts the iruit easily and quickly.
1'3' a) Friction is the force exerted by a surface as an object moves across it or makes effort to move across it.

The friction force ofteu opposes the ruotion u[au object.
b) it helps us to avoid slipping.

. 
c) By lubrication

74. a)Maqy's power: f =ry= Soow;
. Fd 600x10

John's power: T=T -- 500W
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I

b) Mary is as powerful as John, since they have the same power.

SECTION B

l-6. a) i) ii

Giass b[ockA GlassblockB

b) i)

ii) The object is located in front the focal point (F), object beh^/een the lens and (F), the image behind the

obiect, virtual, erect and larger than object.

c) Eye telescope, microscope, camera, magnifying glass etc.

LT . a) The specific latent heat of fusion (melting) of a substance is the amount of energy required to convert 1
- 

kg of a substance from solid to liquid without a change in the temperature of the surroundings, all

absorbed energy goes into the phase change' The SI unit"is |/kg"
b) i) From A to B: the particles lose energy and become increasingly tight and reduced vibration

(disturbances) and hence lower temperature.

lu) B to C: Particles lose more energ/ and the liqurd solidifies at constant temperature.

iii) C to D: The body becomes stronger still, loses energy and intensity of vibration of particles continues

to dccrcasc until it rcachcs room tcmpcraturc'
c) The heat lost between B and C is called the latent heat if solidification.

18, a) Shadows are folnrecl because light traveis in straight lines.

b)

Peluxrlra

0bstaclcr
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c) An eclipse occurs when the moon is between the sun and the earth or when the earth is between the sun
and the moon and all are aligned.

d) i) The small hole is used to create a point source to have a clear image.
ii) The box darkroom is used to prevent entry of unwanted light.
iii) The frosted glass receives the image (screen) or allows observing the image.

e) The height of the object: y =+= I + h -b- 'l3o = 5cm.-npp15
19. a) chemical energy - electrical energy - heat energy - light energy (radiation)

b)
Atlvantage Disadyantage
Cheap Lower intensiff
Not heaw With polarized lieht (short term)

c) i) Fig A: Series connection and Fig n, parattet conneaion

ii) In circuitof FigA: i = '=='"Y' = 1.5A, In circuitof Fieg: i =I- 
1'5 

- O.7S A"R2---Rz
iii) The circuit in Fig. B consumes less energy and if one battery is defective, the circuit can operate

without problems.

2a.a) Stable equilibrium, unstable equilibrium and neutral equilibrium.
b) By inereasing the support base; lower center of gravity.
c)

d) When the centre of gravity of vehicle-passengers is high, the vehicle may be at an angle.

SEETION C:

21. a)

b) The original length of the spring is 2Omm.
c) From the equation: L = 3F +20 =+ L = 3x 1.7 * 20 = 25.1 mm, and he4ce the spring stretched by:

25.L- 20 = 5.1mm"
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d) When the spring reaches its elasticity Iimit, its length is 3Smm.

22. (a) and (c)

4O._- -"--*.150
iTme Isl i

b) Initial velocity of the moving body: 10m/s.
d) The speed is constant for 25s - 20s =5s.

23. a)

Pressure (units) J 4 5 L2

Volume(units) 4 3 2 i
r/v a.25 0.33 0"5 i

b) The pressure is inversely proportional to the volume or when

c)

pressure increases, volume decreases

d) Fromthe equation of thatgraph: P =1L.97x+ 0.021,if P = 9 + x=#= 0.750andhence

*=i=V=1.33
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